
Questel Forms Strategic Partnership with 
Concur IP on Patent Application Drafting Services
ALEXANDRIA, VA (MARCH 1, 2017)

Questel, one of the world’s leading online service providers dedicated to intellectual property, announced 
today its strategic partnership with Concur IP Consulting, a high-end consulting firm specialized in intellectual 
property.  This partnership will expand Questel’s offerings to include patent drafting services, making it 
another step closer to becoming a one-stop shop for all IP needs in each stage of the innovation cycle. 

The drafting service is available to worldwide clients needing patent applications in English at affordable 
rates. The operation is overseen by Questel’s Patent Research Department Director in their United States 
office to ensure efficient communication and high quality throughout the process. This addition of patent 
application drafting services  complements Questel’s extensive list of existing offerings of IP online tools, 
consulting, patent research, online education and document services. A package discount is available for 
clients who request multiple services or orders made in bulk.   

Concur IP caters to the IP needs of corporations, law firms, universities, research organizations, 
consulting firms, and licensing support firms in a cost-effective manner. Patent application drafting is 
one of their core business offerings, and the team has the extensive experience of drafting more than 
1,000 patent applications cumulatively in the fields of Mechanical, Electrical, Software and 
Telecommunications. Concur IP’s distinct advantages in patent application drafting include:

- Extensive experience in drafting patent applications compliant to standards of US & Europe PTO’s
- Close collaboration with inventors and in-house / external counsel to capture the inventive and other 
technical aspects of the invention
- Customization of the drafting process as per the specific drafting guidelines of the organization
- Follow the best legal practices in the industry to maximize the likelihood of patent grant
- Customization of the draft for filing in different jurisdictions
- Highly effective review processes in place to ensure quality and timely delivery 

Deane O Elliott, Director of Patent Research, who will be overseeing this patent application operation in 
the U.S. says “We are very excited to offer this drafting service to our host of IP services.  I have worked 
personally with the co-founder of Concur IP (Nitin Agrawal) for years.  His experience and attention to 
detail over the years resulted in the selection of Concur IP by Questel for this strategic partnership.” 

Sachin Sinha, Co-founder of Concur IP says “We are very proud to enter into this strategic partnership 
with Questel and complement their existing IP services offerings. This partnership will enable companies 
to significantly reduce the cost of drafting patent applications without compromising on the quality. Our 
team of experienced IP professionals understand the importance of drafting quality patent applications 
and that will remain our main focus.”
 

Patent application drafting service is now available. 
Please contact drafting@questel.com for inquiries and requests. 



About Questel 

Established in 1978, Questel is present in more than 30 countries with offices in Paris, Washington D.C., 
London, Bonn, Sao Paulo, Tokyo, Shanghai and more. Questel offers a complete suite of SaaS tools that 
facilitate patent searching and analysis (prior-art searching, competitive monitoring, and portfolio 
benchmarking), and the management of intellectual assets (ideation, invention disclosure, portfolio and 
cost management) to more than 3,000 clients worldwide. Additionally, Questel provides global search 
and consulting services.

 Core products and services:

 - Patent Search and Analysis Software
 - Invention Disclosure Management Software
 - IP Management and Cost Forecasting Software
  - IP Search and Analysis Services (Prior-art - Competitive Intelligence - Consulting)
 - IP cost management

For more information please visit www.questel.com 

About Concur IP

Concur IP was formed with the specific purpose of providing high-end IP consulting services in a 
cost-effective manner. Concur IP’s solutions cater to various IP needs of corporates, law firms, 
universities, research organizations, consulting firms, and licensing support firms. Core services 
offerings include patent application drafting, office action responses, patent licensing & litigation support 
services, patent research and analytics. 

For more information please visit www.concurip.com 


